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I. What is Distributional Semantics (DS)? 

 

(1) I drink coffee. 

(2) He drinks milk. 

(3) Mary sips tea. 

 

In sentences (1)-(3), the words in a single vertical column (e.g. coffee, milk and tea) form a 

class that is held together by a paradigmatic relation formed by the observation that they can 

co-occur with the same words (e.g. tea can co-occur with drink and sip; coffee can co-occur 

with these words, too). This is called a second-order co-occurrence phenomenon. The words 

I, he and Mary, as well as the words drink and sip also form paradigmatic classes in the above 

example. Notice that words in the same paradigmatic class do not typically occur in each 

other’s context, i.e. they do not typically develop syntagmatic (first-order co-occurrence) 

relations. 

DS relies on a geometrical, vector-based interpretation of the empirical data. Each target 

word is represented by a feature vector (hence the name “vector space model”, VSM) in a 

multi-dimensional space. Each position of the feature vector signals or counts the number of 

co-occurrences of the given target word with one of the context words we use for describing 

target items. For example, if the word drink is a target word and the word tea is among the 

context words, and tea occurs 23 times in the close vicinity (in the context window) of drink, 

                                            
1 This research was supported by the European Union and the State of Hungary, co-financed 

by the European Social Fund in the framework of TÁMOP-4.2.4.A/ 2-11/1-2012-0001 

‘National Excellence Program’. 
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then the vector element corresponding to the word tea (in the context vector describing the 

word drink) will be set to 23. 

vdrink = < freq1, freq2, …, 23, …, freqt>     where t=total number of context words 

 In most cases, we work with a few target words and a much larger number of context 

words (e.g. 10,000 words or more). Using the feature vectors, points representing target words 

are placed in a multi-dimensional vector space in which each context word has its own 

dimension. Points that are close together are said to be more similar than points that are far 

apart. In Distributional Semantics, this similarity has a semantic interpretation: 

distributionally more similar words are said to be more similar in meaning. 

Vectors can be collected into a matrix in which each row is a feature vector for a single 

target word.  

 

 

Figure 1 A context matrix 

 

What do we need for Distributional Semantics? 

Large corpora (20-50-100 million words or even more) are necessary for this type of 

investigation. Simple unannotated corpora may be suitable for the task. In the presence of 

linguistic annotation, we can take additional details into consideration (e.g. part of speech 

labels, syntactic category labels). For example, we can pick out the verbal uses of the target 

word drink and make a distinction between the nominal and verbal uses of the context word 

milk if part of speech tags were available in the corpus (also see section 2.3.2 in Tóth 2014). 

Optionally, the values in the context matrix can be weighted so that unusual or “surprising” 

co-occurrence events become more salient. An effective way of weighting the vectors is 

replacing positive Pointwise Mutual Information (pPMI) scores for the raw frequency values 

(see Section 2.3.4 in Tóth 2014).  

We can now compare the distribution of the target words by carrying out calculations with 

their context vectors. For comparing vectors, we usually employ one of the following two 

methods: a) we can measure vector distances (Figure 2) or b) the cosine of the angle between 

vectors (Figure 3). The latter promises the advantage of being able to avoid problems arising 
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from vector length differences, which is useful, since length depends on the frequency of 

context words and, because of this, it also depends on the frequency of the target word itself, 

which is a problem if we try to detect a relation between a frequent and a rare word. Section 

2.3.5 in Tóth 2014 gives more information about this process. 

 

 

Figure 2 Vector similarity: distance 

 

Figure 3 Vector similarity: cosine 

 

While 1st-order co-occurrence phenomena (e.g. idioms, compounds with open spelling, 

phrasal verbs, light verbs, collocations, etc.) are possible to spot by collecting examples of 

words and listing them next to each other (a task readily supported by concordancing 

programs), 2nd-order word co-occurrence phenomena, which are observed and quantified in 

distributional semantic studies, are not directly visible to the naked eye. You need software 

tools that process text, find occurrences of target words and collect and statistically evaluate 

contextual information about each occurrence in context so that the degree to which words 

occur with the same words can be calculated. 

The flowchart of the major steps of distributional semantic processing: 

 

II. Quiz  

Choose the right answer. 

1. Paradigmatic relations can be captured by detecting  

a) 1st-order co-occurrence phenomena 

b) 2nd-order co-occurrence phenomena 

2. DS represents target words using vectors that have 

a) as many elements as context words 

find target 
words in 
context

build feature 
vectors

compare 
feature vectors
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b) as many elements as target words 

3. DS studies need 

a) large bilingual corpora 

b) large annotated corpora (POS or syntactic labels) 

c) large annotated or unannotated corpora 

4. The cosine of the feature vectors 

a) reflects the similarity of the target words 

b) reflects whether two target words exhibit a syntagmatic relation 

5. In DS, the similarity of words is a  

 a) morpho-syntactic phenomenon. 

 b) semantic phenomenon. 

 

III. How to use the spaceXplorer tool? 

SpaceXplorer has been developed by Ágoston Tóth for interactive, quantitative distributional 

semantic studies. 

The main features of the program: 

- it supports all the important modelling parameters,  

- it uses a Wikipedia snapshot directly (up to 100 million words), to be downloaded and 

installed separately, 

- it is operated via a graphical user interface (GUI) through which you can set the 

processing parameters quickly and easily, 

- it is written in Java (multiplatform-capable). 

The following parameters can be set from a list of options available on the user interface of 

the spaceXplorer program (see Figure 4): 

- stopwords: whether we want to exclude the most common (function) words from 

processing, 

- processing target: lemma or word form with or without POS labels, 

- corpus size to process: 1-100 million words (English Wikipedia snapshot, size of 

samples: 10,000 words), 

- VSM window size: the size of the window around the target words in which the context 

words are detected. 
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Figure 4. The spaceXplorer GUI 

 

Near the top of the interface, we get options for selecting the number of target words and 

context words for processing. The corresponding sets of target and context words are listed on 

the screen, together with corpus frequency data, as shown in the Context words and Target 

words fields of Figure 5.  

III.1 VSM experiments 

The present form of the program is prepared to process the TC Wikipedia (“Tagged and 

Cleaned Wikipedia”) corpus available from http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/wikipedia-data/.  

Having set all the parameters, you can start processing the corpus and collect statistical 

information about the target words by pressing the “Compute new VSM” button. Processing 

time depends mainly on the number of context words, target words and the corpus size. You 

can save the results (File menu Save matrix and freq. data  command) and load them later 

(File / Load matrix and freq. data); in this way, multiple investigations can be carried out 

without having to process the corpus again with the same parameters. 
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Figure 5 VSM results 

 

When corpus processing is over, we can select any target word from the Target words list: 

as a result, the Compatibility list field displays all (target) words in decreasing order of 

distributional compatibility with the selected target. The degree of compatibility (0 ≤ �� ≤ 1) 

is also displayed in the list. In Figure 5, for instance, the noun school is selected for analysis. 

Q. Which word is most compatible to school_N?  

A. School is shown at the top of the similarity list (compatibility degree: 1.0), followed by the 

noun college (compatibility: 0.625), which is the most compatible to the noun school. Then 

comes the noun university (compatibility: 0.532).  

 

Compatibility degrees show the level of freedom with which a word can replace another 

word in the corpus using the selected parameter set. For calculating the compatibility degree 

and ordering the list, a weighting scheme and a similarity measure must also be selected on 

the interface (in this case: pPMI weighting and cosine similarity; you can find these settings in 

the bottom left corner). These options can be freely changed at any time without having to 

recalculate the word-context matrix by processing the corpus again. 

III.2 Creating concordances 
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A concordancer locates occurrences of a search expression and lists them in context. 

Concordance listings can be used in general linguistic research, lexicography and language 

learning. The first concordances were compiled for the Bible. Concordances were used long 

before electronic computers were invented. In many cases, producing a concordance took 

years or even decades, and the result was published in several volumes. The invention of 

electronic computers sped up the process of compiling a concordance considerably. The 

spread of home computers also made the process interactive and you do not need to print the 

concordance since you can generate it on the spot. Moreover, you can sort the concordance or 

change the options so that the pattern you are seeking becomes readily observable. 

With spaceXplorer, you can create a concordance listing for the words selected from the 

Compatibility list field, which is filled with data during a VSM experiment. The concordance 

function can only be accessed after a VSM investigation is complete. 

 

Figure 6 Praparing spaceXplorer for concordancing 

 

Figure 6 shows a compatibility list generated for the target word river by processing 50 

million words (using no lemmatization and no POS labels at this time). After the analysis, the 

VSM target words (the 8000 most frequent words of the corpus in this case) are listed in 

descending order of compatibility with river in the Compatibility list field. Note that you do 
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not see the beginning of this list in Figure 6 as the word bank has already been selected for 

further processing in this case. Also note that you do not have to browse the list manually: the 

program can help you locate target words and compatibles by using the corresponding 

functions on the Select menu.  

When you activate the concordancer function by clicking on the Concordancer tab on the 

screen, you will get a keyword in context concordance shown in Figure 7. The following 

output elements are tabulated into columns:  

- left context, 

- keyword (bank),  

- right context,  

- degree of relevance (0.0 – 1.0),  

- context words available in the given sentence for calculating relevance.  

 

 

Figure 7 spaceXplorer concordancer 

 

Relevance computation is also based on feature vector comparison. VSM parameters 

remain in effect (so that corpus processing does not have to be repeated) with the exception of 

window size, which is enlarged to a pre-set value (10+10 words in the current version) when 

the original VSM window size is smaller. Sentence boundaries are always respected and 

words from neighbouring sentences do not become context. The same corpus is used in VSM 

computation and concordancing. Before listing the concordance, you must specify the number 

of context words (originally used in the VSM-based part of the experiment) for calculating 
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relevance. Theoretically, sentences with higher relevance scores tolerate the change from the 

concordance keyword (in this case: bank) to the target word selected in the VSM experiment 

(here: river) better.  

In this example, the following four sentences are returned as the most relevant ones 

(relevance scores are specified in parentheses; note that we process a Wikipedia corpus): 

 

(1) Israel has created roads and checkpoints in the West Bank with the stated 

purpose of preventing the uninhibited movement of… (1.0) 

(2) Reports IDF PM determined to implement West Bank pullout says Israel not 

interested in toppling Hamas…  (1.0) 

(3) … Laboratory receives CAP certification for blood bank. (0.99) 

(4) The earliest phase of the Stonehenge monument a circular earth bank and ditch 

dates to # BC… (0.98) 

 

Bank is a well-known example of homonymy (largely because of its “financial institution” 

and “river bank” senses). In our example, the program is meant to return examples with the 

“river bank” meaning since we instructed it to locate sentences in which river and bank were 

interchangeable.  

 

Q. In which sentence can you find bank closest to the riverbank sense? 

A. Sentences (1) and (2) seem good examples for the first sight. Unfortunately, sentences (1)-

(3) are all affected by tokenization issues. This is a very common problem with multi-word 

entities. West Bank in sentence (1) and (2) is a proper name which should be handled as a 

single word. The spaceXplorer program has received no information about this situation from 

the corpus. Sentence (3) is similar: blood bank is a compound; therefore, it should be handled 

as a single lexical item. Sentence (4) is unaffected by these tokenization problems and 

delivers a sense very close to the expected “river bank” sense. Please note that the majority of 

the sentences listed in Figure 7 contain the “financial institution” sense as it is much more 

frequent (in the Wikipedia subcorpus being used) than the “river bank” sense. 

 
 

IV. SpaceXplorer exercises  
 

1. Set the following spaceXplorer parameters: 

stopwords: single character words 

processing target: word form 

corpus size: 50 million words 
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VSM window size: 1+1 

weighting: pPMI 

vector comparison method: cosine 

context words: 20000 

target words: the 8000 most frequent items 

2. Create the VSM matrix. 

3. What are the 14 most similar words to life? (In DS terms: what is the “meaning of 

life”?) 
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VI. Key to sections II and IV 

 

II.1: b 

II.2: a 

II.3: c 

II.4: a 

II.5: b 

IV. life, more, work, live, both, time, many, experience, very, love, people, nature, 

activities, community 
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